
JOURNAL #1 

GOALS 

 Begin creating main data flow control structure on Raspberry Pi 

 Higher level decisions made on RPi or transmitted to RPi from user. 

 Sensor readings are read and preliminary calculations are done on the Arduino then 

sent to RPi for heavier computations. 

 Start to develop algorithms to translate quad copter position in 3D space. 

 Experiment with yaw, pitch, and roll value outputs to flight controller to see which 

combinations of input factors lead to what output factors. 

 Begin to develop function to take an (x, y, z) coordinate relative and translate robot 

to the new position. Note the sum of these individual coordinate translations is the 

position on a global scale. 

 Design algorithm to work within bounds of a specified maximum velocity. 

 Tune PID loop on flight controller accordingly. 

 Work with sensor feedback control. 

 Preliminary Phase 0: Boot Sequence. 

 Phase 1: Basic Hover 

RESEARCH 

 Much of my initial research has been researching on how all the individual computer 

systems work, and thus how to integrate them successfully to create a cohesive overall on 

board control architecture. 

 Throughout the initial development stage I worked with remote networking 

techniques to remotely reprogram the Raspberry Pi computer and the Arduino from it via a 



VNC server connection. 

 

 

 As seen in the picture above I can log onto the robots main computer (Raspberry Pi) 

and use its desktop all from a connection over Wifi on my own computer. To achieve this I 

had to research methods of working with Raspberry Pi software to be able to use it as 

development machine for writing all of the onboard code. I researched how to get a VNC 

(Virtual Network Connection) running on the Pi, which is the software that actually enables 

the wireless connection to the desktop.  

 

Too actually work with the flight control board I researched the way the OpenPilot flight 

board would typically receive commands. The OpenPilot was originally intended to work 

with wireless remote control input from a human user, thus I had to figure what the remote 

control was providing to the OpenPilot to signal the operators actions. In my research I 

found that the OpenPilot used a common form of digital communication called PWM 

(Pulse Width Modulation). Essentially how it communicates information is by varying the 

length of electrical pulses sent along the data line. A longer pulse means a larger value and 

shorter pulse means a smaller value and the unit of measure in this is microseconds. I found 

that the optimal range for the OpenPilot input is approximately 1000-2000 microsecond 

pulses. The graphic below also illustrates the concept of PWM. 



 

 

 I also began researching methods of controlling the trajectory of the quad rotor 

throughout its flight. What I came upon was a variety of research papers detailing the 

dynamics and physics of four propeller based flight. To keep track of the quad rotor’s 

orientation in space and to perform calculations for IMU based velocity and acceleration, a 

rotation matrix is used. 

 

Above is the representation of the rotation matrix, based on the phi, theta, and psi angles; 

which are the typical pitch, yaw, and roll angles respectively. Also in the above picture c() 

and s() represent cosine and sine respectively. Once the proper rotation matrix is calculated, 

it can be used to transform a set of coordinates using matrix multiplication to the specified 

rotation angles. At my current stage in development I am not applying this concept, 

however I do plan to eventually have to use it for more complex trajectory control. 

 

 Part of my project is also being able to track the quad’s position as it moves through 

3D space. Now typically an accelerometer is used to measure the acceleration in 3 

dimensions, and then simply the integral of that data is the velocity, meaning the integral of 

the velocity data then becomes the measured displacement and position. Sounds simple 



enough right? Well in a perfect world it would be but unfortunately data is never clean and 

even the slightest misreading in a rotation angle can cause drastic errors in position 

estimates. 

 

 

 The table above shows how even an error of 1 degrees can cause an error in position 

estimates of 615 meters in only 1 minute. Now what this means for my project is that I 

either obtain an extremely accurate accelerometer (price in the thousands range) or I adapt 

my algorithm to incorporate measurements from multiple sources (anticipated movements, 

camera, etc.) to form a more accurate measurement. The latter while more difficult is 

ultimately more realistic for this project’s budget. 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

 I was able to successfully integrate all three computational systems on board the 

quad rotor. Seen below is the real life picture of all three systems integrated, this includes 

the blue Arduino on the left, the OpenPilot flight board in the middle, and the green 

Raspberry Pi Linux computer. Part of integrating these systems was making sure power was 

distributed at the proper voltages to each electronics board, so that we could flip one switch 

and all of the systems would boot up and begin making connections to one another. That is 

also what the boot sequence or development phase 0 entailed. 



 

 To have all the devices “speaking the same language” I had to collaborate with my 

partner Drew to create a universal language that could be understood and interpreted across 

all devices. The Arduino, the Raspberry Pi, and the Android phone all communicate via a 

serial connection and the standard communication protocol between them became… 

<send to, return address, packet type, packet length, information/> 

Where “send to” is the address of the device the packet is going too, “return address” is the 

device that sent the message packet, “packet type” is what kind of information is inside the 

packet (ex: sensor values or movement commands), “packet length” is how much 

information is being sent and tells the device how much data should be read next, and 

finally “information” is the actual message and data being sent, whether it’s a sensor value 

like distance from a wall or a command to hover at 3 meters above the ground. 

 To interpret messages given to a device I created that would read in data as a string 

from the serial line and interpret as numerical values. This was necessary because a 

computer can only interpret data in certain ways, and to a computer “1+1” can be 

interpreted as a word or as the numerical expression 1+1=2. When sending data via serial 

everything must converted to “words” or really a string value, then transformed into 

workable numerical values in order to actual perform calculations with it. The code to do 

this is seen below. 



 

I also had to write the code that generated the necessary PWM electrical signals from the 

desired attitude commands received from the Android to output to the OpenPilot flight 

board. 

The code below will write the necessary PWM values to the flight board so that we can 

command the thrust, yaw, pitch, and roll of the quad rotor.

 

 

 I also did quite a bit of experimenting in MATLAB and came up with a algorithm 

for generating the necessary thrust and angle values over a given time period to move the 

quad from point A to point B in 3D space. It’s based off the concept of spring kinematics in 

that maximum acceleration is at the beginning of the movement, maximum deceleration 

occurs at the end, and velocity peaks in the middle. Here is the heavily commented 

MATLAB documentation that details my work with this algorithm. 
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Quad Rotor Trajectory Determination and Exe-
cution

Jason Cyrus 12/23/14

If a variable is bounded then its value must lie between a minimum and
maximum, which can either be physical constraints that cannot be
exceeded (ex: maximum thrust output)0

 %  Bounded Quantities:
 %  Thrust output - Max thrust is determined by the motor's physical
 %      constraints and is not conditional (We probably won't ever want to
 %      achieve max thrust)
 %  Axis translational acceleration - Assuming a constant thrust the quad
 %       can accelerate along an axis at a maximum of T*sin(max_theta)/M
 %  Axis rotation angle - There is a maximum angle that the quad can be
 %      commanded by the input
 %
 %

Position Determination
On boot up the quad will assume a position of (0,0,0)

Therefore at boot...
Start Position: [0 0 0]
Current Position [0 0 0]

When a new position determination has been made...
Current Position [x0 y0 z0]
Desired Position [x1 y1 z1]
Change in Position [x1 y1 z1]-[x0 y0 z0] = delta[x y z]

The Quad needs to generate a profile to execute the transformation
delta[x y z] in a certain time period.

To make the translation delta[x y z] we parametrize the axes and handle
each of them individually.

Thrust - Will control translation along the z-axis
Pitch - Will control translation along the y-axis (forward and back)
Roll - Will control translation along the x-axis (right and left)
Yaw - Will be essentially independent of [x y z] movement

A profile will be generated for each axis of movement and each axis
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profile will be executed simultaneously during a movement translation.

 %close all
 %

 %  Starting with a new position determination...
 % Note: Units = Meters
 curPos = [0 0 0];
 nextPos = [1 1 1];%this an arbitrary position chosen for an example
 deltaPos = nextPos - curPos;
 moveTime = 1.5;%arbitrary example time to illustrate example

Generating Acceleration Curves for Each Axis
We will take the x component of the translation vector and generate a
translation profile specifically for the x-axis.

Depending on the type of movement desired a different translation
profile will be generated. For example the movement could be either
stopping when the destination coordinate is reached or continuing on
with a specified velocity
The profile generation will use trigometric equations to model
displacement, velocity, and acceleration. The final acceleration curve
will be then mapped to attitude commmands.

 %  The change along a single axis will determine the amplitude of the trig
 %  function
 %
 %  For this example we will use a time constraint based movement that
 %  starts from rest and ends with a slowed stop.

 %  Grab corresponding axis changes
 deltaX = deltaPos(1);
 deltaY = deltaPos(2);
 deltaZ = deltaPos(3);

  %  Since only the peak and troph is needed we create a time scale of half
 %  of the intended period (Or really the move time...)
 t = 0:0.01:moveTime;

 % ----------------Calculating for the X-axis-----------------------
 aX = deltaX / 2;%Amplitude is equal to half of the movement translation.
 %  We are using the time period between a -cosine wave's peak and troph as
 %  the time period of a movement. Therefore the period of the overarching
 %  cosine function will be twice the time period of an intended movement.
 T = moveTime * 2;
 %  The rotational velocity is determined by the specified movement time.
 b = (2*pi)/T;

 %  Now with all the variables created we can make our displacement
 %  equation.
 xDis = -aX*cos(b*t) + aX;
 %  Given the displacement equation we can derive a velocity graph for the
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 %  given movement.
 xVel = aX*b*sin(b*t);
 %  Now we can derive the necessary acceleration curve that is needed to
 %  achieve the movement within the alloted time period.
 xAccel = aX*b^2*cos(b*t);
 %  Plot Displacement,Velocity and Acceleration Together
 figure
 hold on
 plot(t,xDis);
 plot(t,xVel,'r')
 plot(t,xAccel,'g')
 title('X-Axis Translation vs. Time')
 xlabel('Time (s)')
 ylabel('Magnitude')
 legend('Displacement: -aCos(bt)','Velocity: abSin(bt)','Acceleration: ab^2Cos(bt)')

 % ----------------Calculating for the Y-axis-----------------------
 %  The Y-axis is essentially the same process as the X-axis
 aY = deltaY / 2;%Amplitude is equal to half of the movement translation.
 %  We are using the time period between a -cosine wave's peak and troph as
 %  the time period of a movement. Therefore the period of the overarching
 %  cosine function will be twice the time period of an intended movement.
 T = moveTime * 2;
 %  The rotational velocity is determined by the specified movement time.
 b = (2*pi)/T;

 %  Now with all the variables created we can make our displacement
 %  equation.
 yDis = -aY*cos(b*t) + aY;
 %  Given the displacement equation we can derive a velocity graph for the
 %  given movement.
 yVel = aY*b*sin(b*t);
 %  Now we can derive the necessary acceleration curve that is needed to
 %  achieve the movement within the alloted time period.
 yAccel = aY*b^2*cos(b*t);
 %  Plot Displacement,Velocity and Acceleration Together
 figure
 hold on
 plot(t,yDis);
 plot(t,yVel,'r')
 plot(t,yAccel,'g')
 title('Y-Axis Translation vs. Time')
 xlabel('Time (s)')
 ylabel('Magnitude')
 legend('Displacement: -aCos(bt)','Velocity: abSin(bt)','Acceleration: ab^2Cos(bt)')

 % ----------------Calculating for the Z-axis-----------------------
 %  The Y-axis is essentially the same process as the X-axis
 aZ = deltaZ / 2;%Amplitude is equal to half of the movement translation.
 %  We are using the time period between a -cosine wave's peak and troph as
 %  the time period of a movement. Therefore the period of the overarching
 %  cosine function will be twice the time period of an intended movement.
 T = moveTime * 2;
 %  The rotational velocity is determined by the specified movement time.
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 b = (2*pi)/T;

 %  The z-axis is special because it has the added ambient force of gravity
 %  so we will start with acceleration and integrate to position
 %  Z-Acceleration =  (Thrust_Accel - g)
 %
 %  The propellers can never produce a negative thrust as they can only
 %  spin in one direction, thus for the quad to ever accelerate downward
 %  we must lower thrust output below what is necessary to overcome the
 %  force of gravity on the quad's body i.e. thrust < Mg.
 %
 %  Gravity will exert an acceleration on the quad's body of -9.8 m/s^2, so
 %  therefore at a maximum we can have a -9.8 m/s^2 z-axis downwardm
 %  component. (Note at this point we would be cutting the engines
 %  completely, which would not be desirable...)
 %
 %  Given the equation...
 %  Z-Acceleration =  (Thrust_Accel - g)
 %  If we want a certain z-axis acceleration, then our thrust acceleration
 %  must be equal to...
 %  Thrus_Accel = Z-Accel + g (+9.8)
 %
 %  So when an acceleration/thrust profile is generated, it will be the
 %  same as the x and y axes, but will have +g added to all points along
 %  the curve, because the profile must create enough thrust to either
 %  overcome gravity, or succumb to it enough to produce a negative
 %  acceleration.

 %  Now with all the variables created we can make our displacement
 %  equation.
zDis = -aZ*cos(b*t) + aZ;
 %  Given the displacement equation we can derive a velocity graph for the
 %  given movement.
 zVel = aZ*b*sin(b*t);
 %  Now we can derive the necessary acceleration curve that is needed to
 %  achieve the movement within the alloted time period.
 zAccel = aZ*b^2*cos(b*t) + 9.8;
 %  Plot Displacement,Velocity and Acceleration Together

 figure
 hold on
 plot(t,zDis);
 plot(t,zVel,'r')
 plot(t,zAccel,'g')
 title('Z-Axis Translation vs. Time')
 xlabel('Time (s)')
 ylabel('Magnitude')
 legend('Displacement: -aCos(bt)','Velocity: abSin(bt)','Acceleration: ab^2Cos(bt)')
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Translating an Acceleration Curve into Attitude
Commands

Given a acceleration curve over a given time period, the force needed
to be exerted will be the acceleration multiplied by the system's mass
(M)
Acceleration along the x and y axes will be a product of the current
thrust and the commanded roll or pitch angles respectively.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        ,
However, if the quad kept it's thrust constant while manipulating the
pitch and roll axes, then we would lose elevation because the z
component of our thrust vector would decrease

So then it is here we make the assumption that the OpenPilot will adjust
it's thrust so that the z component remains constant.

Fortuanately since thrust is assumed to stay relatively constant at the
commanded thrust, and we have a desired thrust/acceleration at each
time step for both the x and y axes (roll and pitch respectively) we
can construct two triangles to represent the relationship between
total thrust, and yaw/pitch angles.

If the yaw/pitch angle is represented as an angle in a triangle, then
the opposite side is the needed x/y axis acceleration value from the
respective acceleration graphs, and the adjacent side is the current
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commanded thrust output at that current timestep.

Therefore the necessary pitch/roll attitude angle at a given time t is
equal too..
phi(t) = - arctan(Accel_x/y(t) / thrust_accel(t))
Note: The negative value is due to the fact that a positive angle on
our axis is actually a negative left rotation for the attitude
controller.

 M_approx = 1.5;%Kg Making an educated guess of the mass of the quad

 %Calculate the neccessary PITCH attitude command angles over an action
 %time period
 phi_P = -atan(yAccel./zAccel);
 %convert to degrees...
 phi_P = 180*phi_P/pi;

 %Calculate the neccessary ROLL attitude command angles over an action
 %time period
 phi_R = -atan(xAccel./zAccel);
 %convert to degrees...
 phi_R = 180*phi_R/pi;

 %Plot attitude commands and final force output graph
 figure
 plot(t,phi_P,'r')
 title('Pitch Attitude Commands vs. Time')
 ylabel('Phi (Degrees)')
 xlabel('Time (s)')

 figure
 plot(t,phi_R,'b')
 title('Roll Attitude Commands vs. Time')
 ylabel('Phi (Degrees)')
 xlabel('Time (s)')

 figure
 hold on
 plot(t,zAccel*M_approx,'g')
 title('Thrust Output vs. Time')
 ylabel('Thrust (N)')
 xlabel('Time (s)')
 %Draw mg in
 plot(t,(9.8*M_approx),'m')
 legend('Thrust (N)','Hover Thrust (Mg)')

 %Final note: In theory we will be able to map angles derived from thes
 %graphs to PWN signals to send to the open pilot and also be able to do a
 %similar procedure to map output values in PWN to an approximate thrust
 %output in newtons for precise movement control.
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We also achieved Phase 1: Basic Hover and the link for that video can be seen here. 

REFLECTION ON GOALS AND TIMELINE 

 Overall I am rather pleased with the progress we have made with the project, even 

though we are technically behind in our timeline. Working with a real life system, especially 

one that could maim me if I’m not careful, has proved to be quite difficult. When I write 

code for the robot it is not as simple writing it for the computer, typically it has to pass 

through five different connections (an infrastructure I also had to create) and any one of 

those links could have an error in it, and often they did. This made initial development very 

slow when I had to spend 70% of class time simply making the connection to the robot. 

Despite these circumstances I managed to pull through and make it through the first two 

stages of development and accomplish all of my goals. I technically could be through the 

third stage of development, I have the theory (seen above in the MATLAB documentation), 

but I am wary to test it in real life because failure could be catastrophic for the robot, 

inanimate, and animate objects alike. I plan to create in depth simulation code using the 

same software engineers who worked on Orion used to simulate life support systems, so that 

I may have more precise algorithms and code that I can have more confidence in flying. The 

software I will use is called MATLAB SIMULINK and it will allow me to tune parameters 

in real time whilst the quad is mid-flight. Hopefully using this new software will expedite 

development and allow me to get back on track and have flight using sensors by the time of 

mid-year presentations. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=56ObmQzV_pk
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